“Always on top of the latest wave of
techology, Ned has a deep
understanding and great desire to
implement cutting edge technology and
create a trusted technical infrastructure
within the organisation. I am confident
he can apply his knowledge and
experience across full spectre of
companies, from ones just starting up to
established multi million corporates.”
Gerald Schwanzer
Managing Director, DSI London

Ned Hasovic
Interim CTO / Tech Leader
Ned has held C-level/Tech leadership positions at big corp’s such as John
Lewis, SME’s like Dancesport International and Parenta, On demand startups
like Blow LTD, Fin-Tech startups like TransferGo. He greatly enjoys enabling
companies with a competitive advantage in their vertical using bleeding edge
tech elements such as effective Full Circle Agile tech culture, Machine
Learning, AI and Blockchain, and equally relishes the opportunity to evolve
businesses, remove constraints and improve efficiency with infinite auto
scaling and automation. Very much with a hands-on approach, Ned has the
rare strength in delivering complex scope tech quantifiably on time with a
sophisticated Agile approach and excellent tech leadership technique.
TRANSFORMATION

“Ned brought a wealth of technical and
development knowledge which enabled
him to contribute to the planning of
network infrastructure, and the
database structure of internal systems.
Combined with a commercially aware
and pragmatic approach to the
development and implementation of
changes.”
Ross Hammond
Ombudsman, Financial Ombudsman
Service

“I worked with Ned recently on a project
which required additional security steps
to be developed. Ned was enthusiastic
about the brief, great work with and
developed the project on time!”
Kate Georgiou
Group Business Development
Manager,The Mill

● Set up or scaled a number of tech deliveries internationally.
● Implemented Agile → Mission Teams, Full circle Agile development, Agile
stakeholder management and Automation testing.
● Scaled offshore and onshore teams from zero to full delivery focussing
on simplicity, agility and automation.
● Restructured and re-platformed companies facing major technology and
structural constraints. Technologies deployed include Amazon Web
Services/Google cloud services/Machine learning/Database
Sharding/Iron Workers/IronMQ queuing/Serverless/Memcache/MongoDB
& MySQL/Magento E-Commerce/Joomla/Wordpress.
DELIVERY
● Led technology teams for industry leaders
● Implemented enterprise software and consumer services on bleeding
edge technologies on multiple platforms.
● Created and utilised web and mobile A/B Testing and QA Automation
frameworks and Behaviour driven development
RELATIONSHIPS
● Trusted tech advisor for former ambassador to UN and numerous
external companies. Trusted by interim.team to fulfill C level roles.
EDUCATION, RECOGNITION & INTERESTS
HNC & HND in Computer Systems Design Kingston College & University
A Levels – Maths and Physics
Interests include coding in Swift/ObjC, running and scuba diving.

